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The nucleation-collapse mechanism in protein folding: evidence
for the non-uniqueness of the folding nucleus
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Background: Recent experimental and theoretical studies have shown that
several small proteins reach the native state by a nucleation-collapse
mechanism. Studies based on lattice models have been used to suggest that
the critical nucleus is specific, leading to the notion that the transition state may
be unique. On the other hand, results of studies using off-lattice models show
that the critical nuclei should be viewed as fluctuating mobile structures, thus
implying non-unique transition states.
Results: The microscopic underpinnings of the nucleation-collapse mechanism
in protein folding are probed using minimal off-lattice models and Langevin
dynamics. We consider a 46-mer continuum model which has a native
β-barrel-like structure. The fast-folding trajectories reach the native state by a
nucleation-collapse process. An algorithm based on the self-organized neural
nets is used to identify the critical nuclei for a large number of rapidly folding
trajectories. This method, which reduces the determination of the critical
nucleus to one of ‘pattern recognition’, unambiguously shows that the folding
nucleus is not unique. The only common characteristics of the mobile critical
nuclei are that they are small (containing on average 15–22 residues) and are
largely composed of residues near the loop regions of the molecule. The
structures of the transition states, corresponding to the critical nuclei, show the
existence of spatially localized ordered regions that are largely made up of
residues that are close to each other. These structures are stabilized by a few
long-range contacts. The structures in the ensemble of transition states exhibit
a rather diverse degree of similarity to the native conformation.
Conclusions: The multiplicity of delocalized nucleation regions can explain the
two-state folding by a nucleation-collapse mechanism for small single-domain
proteins (such as chymotrypsin inhibitor 2) and their mutants. Because there
are many distinct critical nuclei, we predict that the folding kinetics of
fast-folding proteins will not be drastically changed even if some of the residues
in a ‘typical’ nucleus are altered.
Introduction
It has often been suggested that proteins reach their
native conformation from a denatured state by a nucle-
ation mechanism [1,2]. This proposal, based on phenom-
enological grounds, has been used to rationalize the rapid
folding of proteins. Only recently, however, have studies
using minimal protein models begun to clarify the micro-
scopic origins of the nucleation mechanism [3–6]. Evi-
dence for the nucleation-collapse processes in protein
folding has been given for chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI2),
cytochrome c and lysozyme [7–10].
In two recent papers [4,11], using off-lattice models and
Langevin dynamics, we have described nucleation collapse
as one of the possible pathways that leads the protein
molecule to its native conformation very rapidly. From
consideration of topological frustration [12] it follows that
generically there are off-pathway processes that slow down
the rates of folding. The multitude of paths leading to the
native conformation can be summarized by the kinetic par-
tition mechanism [4,13]. According to the KPM a fraction
Φ (the partition factor) of molecules reaches the native
conformation by a direct native-conformation nucleation-
collapse mechanism. The remaining fraction of molecules,
1–Φ, reaches the native state by a more complex three-
stage multiple-pathway mechanism [14]. Based on theoret-
ical arguments it has been suggested [15] that, in situations
when the polypeptide chain reaches the native conforma-
tion by the nucleation-collapse mechanism, the acquisition
of the entire native-state topology is almost synchronous
with the collapse process itself.
The nucleation mechanism has also been suggested using
lattice Monte Carlo simulations [3,6]. In the original study
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Abkevich et al. [3] proposed that the ‘nucleation-growth’
mechanism applies only to the formation of the molten-
globule conformation and not to the native state. Appar-
ently these authors now assert (cited as footnote on page
284 of [8]) that the nucleation mechanism is more general,
in accord with our earlier findings [13,15] and those of
Fersht and others [7,9]. Because the models and the
dynamics used in the studies of Abkevich et al. [3] are very
different from those used in our work, it appears that the
nucleation-collapse mechanism leading to the rapid forma-
tion of the native conformation should be a general feature
of protein folding [1,2,16]. 
Studies on a variety of minimal models suggest that the
transition from an ensemble of collapsed compact struc-
tures to the native conformation at the folding transition
temperature Tf is a first-order phase transition suitably
modified by finite size effects [14,17,18]. Due to the first-
order nature of the folding transition we expect that the
nucleation process should be operative in the folding of
biomolecules in general [12] and proteins in particular.
The natural question that arises is: what is the nature of
the critical nucleus in proteins? The simple physical
picture of an homogeneous nucleation process that occurs
when a liquid is cooled below its melting point is now
described [19]. The atoms or molecules start to form
clusters of varying sizes and whenever a cluster of some
critical size is formed it can either spontaneously grow to
the crystalline phase or decay to a smaller size nucleus
having liquid-like characteristics. Because the liquid is a
macroscopic system, the process of nucleation can be ini-
tiated anywhere. In fact one could argue that there could
be several microscopic structures for the critical nucleus,
but it is possible that only a subset of them are ‘com-
mitted’ to crystallization. Proteins, on the other hand, are
finite systems. This fact and the observation that the
critical nucleus involves a relatively small number of
residues [1,2,4] suggest that there cannot be many micro-
scopic structures for the critical nucleus. There is an
additional constraint. Because the critical nucleus is com-
mitted to folding, the topology of this substructure has to
be similar to the native state. It has been shown [4] that
the small number of critical mobile nuclei can originate
anywhere in the polypeptide chain. There is a preference,
however, for these nuclei to be near the turn regions of
the folded structures [4]. The aim of this study is to pro-
vide an additional microscopic basis to probe the nature
of the nucleating regions using an off-lattice α-carbon
representation of a protein. We use self-organized neural
nets [20,21] as a computational method to probe the dyna-
mics of the formation of the critical nucleus. This tech-
nique has already been used by Karpen et al. [22] to
analyze the conformational substates using long molecular
dynamics trajectories of peptides. This method reduces
the problem of identifying the critical nucleus to one of
‘pattern’ recognition. 
Results
Methods
Model and simulation methods
The details of the model and simulation methods have
been given in our earlier studies [4,23] and we will, there-
fore, only provide a brief summary here. The continuum
model has some, but not all, of the features found in pro-
teins. The α-carbon representation used in our studies
consists of M connected beads (each bead represents the
α-carbon of a residue) with M = 46. The features of the
model are broadly consistent with the data extracted from
the Protein Data Bank [24]. We have used a three-letter
code to identify a bead as hydrophobic (B), hydrophilic
(L) or neutral (N). A sequence is defined by the specific
way in which the various beads are strung together.
The simulations were carried out using ‘noisy molecular
dynamics’ by including a frictional force (proportional to
the velocity of the residue) and a Gaussian random force
in Newton’s equation of motion. The resulting equations
of motion [4] were solved using the velocity form of the
Verlet algorithm. The dynamics scheme we have used
here is the same as the Langevin dynamics in the limit of
low friction. We measure temperature in units of εh/kB (εh
is a measure of the hydrophobic interaction and kB is the
Boltzmann constant) and time is given in units of:
where σ is the average distance between the residues.
The step size used in the integration of the equations of
motion is typically 0.005τ, and the value of ζ is taken to
be 0.05τ –1.
Statistical clustering techniques to identify nucleation regions
We used a nonhierarchical clustering algorithm based on a
self-organizing neural net [20–22] to identify the nucleation
sites or regions. This algorithm provides a nonbiased parti-
tioning of the various conformations of a dynamical trajec-
tory. Thus, preferred nucleation sites can be identified
without resorting to an arbitrary definition of a nucleus.
Consider a trajectory generated from a given initial condi-
tion corresponding to one molecule of the ensemble of
denatured chains. If h is the stepsize used in the simula-
tions one generates Tmax/h number of conformations,
where Tmax is the duration of the trajectory. From the total
number of conformations we select a subset containing Nc
conformations for analysis. Let us parameterize a given
conformation j by a vector with P elements xj = [x1j, x2j, ...
xPj]. Thus, any characteristic of the conformation deemed
important for a particular application may be used. The
basic idea of the neural net algorithm [22] is to partition
the various conformations — each specified by the vector
j, xj(j = 1, 2, ... Nc) — into distinct clusters. The clusters
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are described by the cluster center and the size of the
cluster is determined by a radius R. The center of the kth
cluster is determined by Ck = [C1k, C2k, ... CPk] with:
where Pk is the total number of conformations in Ck.
Conformation j belongs to Ck if the Euclidean distance:
djk = xj – Ck (3)
which specifies that the ‘distance’ between conformation j
and the cluster center k is less than a preassigned value R
(i.e. djk < R). In this study we used R = 14.05. Thus, the
algorithm compares each conformation characterized by
the vector xj to the set of all cluster centers using Equa-
tion 2. The cluster with the minimum value of djk (i.e. the
closest cluster) is determined. If the distance from the
conformation to cluster k is greater than R (i.e. djk/R > 1)
for all values of k (i.e. there is no cluster to which the
conformation j can be assigned) then the conformation is
assigned to a new cluster.
There are two phases to the implementation of the algo-
rithm. In practice, the first step in the algorithm consists
of grouping the various conformations into clusters. In
order to do this the Nc conformations to be analyzed are
considered one at a time. The first conformation clearly
constitutes a cluster on its own. The Euclidean distance
between the second conformation and the first is then
computed using Equation 3. If d12 < R then the second
conformation is assigned to the same cluster as the first
and the cluster center is calculated according to Equa-
tion 2. If d12 > R then the second conformation forms a
new cluster. This process is continued until all the Nc con-
formations are partitioned into distinct clusters. Notice
that in this initial ‘learning phase’, cluster centers are recal-
culated as each new conformation is added. After assigning
all the conformations one has Nmax number of clusters.
The second ‘refining’ phase is implemented iteratively as
follows. The centers of all clusters are fixed to the values
C10, C20, ... CN0max which are the values obtained at the end
of the learning phase. Now each of the conformations j
(j = 1, 2, ... Nc) in every cluster is reexamined by calculat-
ing djk according to Equation 3. If there is another distinct
cluster k′ for which djk′ < djk then conformation j is reas-
signed to cluster k′. With this reassignment, new cluster
centers C11, C21, ... CN1max are computed. This process of
reassignment is continued until the values of the cluster
centers do not change. In order to implement the above
algorithm we need the vector xj (j = 1, 2, ... P), which char-
acterizes the conformation j. Because we are interested in
finding the potential nucleation sites or regions we use the
distances between nonbonded B beads to describe a given
conformation. The number of pairs of B beads is far too
large to be manageable in the analysis. In order to restrict
the number used in the algorithm without losing any
information we choose certain pairs of nonbonded B beads
that are separated by < 2σ in the native state. Thus, we
identify pairs of hydrophobic residues that are within 2σ
using the native conformation and we describe a given
structure using the distances between the identical pairs
of B beads. The native conformation of our model would
be uniquely specified if the distance between the pairs of
hydrophobic residues used in our analysis was specified.
Thus, the elements of the vector xj are the distances
between the B beads that in the native conformation are
separated by < 2σ. In our analysis we used P = 49.
The clusters that are obtained at the end of the refining
phase are relabeled by calculating the distance of the
cluster center Ck to the vector x0 = [x01, x02, ... x0M] that
characterizes the native conformation. In other words:
rk = Ck – x0 (4)
For convenience the clusters are relabeled so that the
smaller the value of the cluster number the closer it is to
the native conformation. The dynamical evolution of the
structure is inferred by examining the number as well as
the exact pairs of native-like contacts found in a cluster as
a function of time. The cumulative history of this unam-
biguously gives the dynamics of formation for the specific
nonbonded native contacts, and hence potential nucle-
ation region(s). This analysis is repeated for an ensemble
of trajectories that reaches the native conformation rapidly
without forming any detectable intermediates. 
Native conformation nucleation-collapse mechanism
General comments
Microscopic analysis of the dynamics of individual trajec-
tories reveals that the ensemble of denatured molecules
can be grouped into two distinct classes [4]. A fraction of
initial molecules reaches the native state via a nucle-
ation-collapse mechanism [3,4,6–8,11,25,26], whereas the
remainder follows a three-stage multipathway mecha-
nism to reach the native conformation. The dynamical
behavior of the two distinct classes is shown in Figure 1,
in which the overlap function, which measures the number
of contacts in a given conformation that is common to the
native state, is plotted as a function of time. Figure 1a
shows the typical behavior for nucleation trajectories.
This panel shows that once a (critical) number of tertiary
contacts are formed (time t ≈ 100τ) the chain rapidly
reaches the native conformation. In contrast, the behavior
of trajectories that lead to the formation of misfolded
structures are shown in Figure 1a,b. These two panels
show that on a very short time scale (t ≈ 100τ) the chain
gets trapped in one of the several misfolded structures
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characterized by having the value of overlap function dif-
ferent from the native state. The chain remains trapped
as a misfolded conformation for rather long times until
fluctuations drive the chain to make a transition to the
native state. This process typically involves overcoming
an activation barrier separating the native conformation
and a multitude of misfolded structures.
What constitutes the critical nucleus?
The statistical clustering technique yields patterns from
which the nucleus can be identified. But what constitutes
a critical nucleus may still remain a subtle issue. In order
to appreciate this it is useful to recount simulations done
to identify the characteristics of the critical nucleus in the
crystallization of a supercooled atomic liquid. Two impor-
tant studies [27,28] lucidly point to the difficulties in
unambiguously identifying the nature of the nucleation
process in the more familiar problem of the crystallization
of atomic liquids. These studies showed a marked consis-
tency with the classical homogeneous nucleation theory
of crystallization [19], but remained ambiguous in being
able to predict in precise terms the characteristics of the
critical nucleus. From a purely theoretical point of view,
the basic question that is being posed is the following:
given a trajectory (generated using some appropriate
dynamics) how can the existence (or lack thereof) of a
critical nucleus be determined? The identification and
the nature of the nucleus (and hopefully the associated
380 Folding & Design Vol 2 No 6
Figure 1
The time dependence of Ck/Ceq for three
trajectories for a minimal model of a protein
with M (the number of connected beads) = 46
and a low energy β-barrel structure. Here, Ck
measures the number of contacts at time t (in
units of τ) that are the same as the contacts in
the native conformation. Ceq is the equilibrium
value of contacts. The definition of Ck is given
in Equation 9 of [4]. (a) A typical nucleation
trajectory showing that after a small number of
contacts are established the native state is
reached. (b,c) Trajectories that rapidly get
trapped in misfolded conformations where
they stay for a long time. The nature (as
measured by Ck) and the dwell time of these
misfolded structures vary considerably,
reflecting the many possible low-energy states
that participate in guiding the folding kinetics.
The arrows on the right-hand side indicate the
equilibrium values of Ck.
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barrier to its formation) should be obtained using only the
information in trajectories (given in terms of an appropriate
time series) without any additional input.
We follow the earlier treatments [27,28] of crystallization in
supercooled liquids to define the critical nucleus. Nucle-
ation theory [4,29] for proteins makes it clear that over
some time interval one should observe clusters (constitut-
ing some well-defined tertiary contacts) of varying sizes.
Some of these will be smaller than the critical size and
others larger. The larger ones (with size greater than a criti-
cal size) will inevitably (but not always) be committed to
folding and hence will be post-critical nucleus. The smaller
ones will either shrink or continue to grow with time. We
are not concerned with post-critical nucleus as they almost
always reach the native conformation rapidly. Furthermore,
the post-critical nucleus does not correspond to the saddle
point in the free energy (i.e. it is not the transition state).
Here, we use the following two criterion to define a
nucleus. First, the size of the critical nucleus is taken to be
the minimum number of stable tertiary contacts that per-
sists until the native conformation for a given nucleating
trajectory is reached for the first time. Second, the tertiary
contacts in this nucleus are taken to be stable; in other
words, once they are formed they lead to the formation of
the native conformation relatively rapidly. By relatively
rapidly we mean that the native conformation be reached
within δτlk, where τlk is the first passage time for that tra-
jectory and we take δ = 0.2. (The effects of choosing differ-
ent values of δ are discussed in the following section.) The
second criterion is the ‘kinetic criterion’ for identifying
the critical nucleus. This criterion does not distinguish
between the post-critical nucleus and the one at roughly
the saddle point in the free energy in the appropriate
meanfield description of the nucleation process. The first
criterion, however, identifies the smallest set of contacts in
the nucleus and hence we hope that this corresponds to the
transition state. The stability and the kinetic criterion
assure that once these contacts are formed the native con-
formation is reached rapidly. Notice that even after the
critical nucleus is formed there is a probability that it will
disintegrate into a small-size nucleus and not reach the
native conformation. This, of course, is the hallmark of the
classical nucleation mechanism.
The criteria we have used to identify a critical nucleus are
similar to the ones adopted in the earlier studies of crystal-
lization of simple liquids. From the technical point of
view, our definition of a critical nucleus is nearly the same
as the ancestor convention used to identify the nucleating
droplet in undercooled liquids [27,28]. In the protein
folding problem there is no need to differentiate between
the single and multiple ancestor convention because every
position along the chain is, in a certain sense, relatively
unique in terms of the way in which it participates in
determining the overall topology.
Dynamics of tertiary contacts
In order to apply the neural-net algorithm described in the
Methods section, it is necessary to define a conformation
(i.e. specify the vectors xj). Because the formation of the
hydrophobic core drives the chain to the native conforma-
tion (under conditions favorable for folding) we chose the
elements of xj to be the distance between certain pairs of
B beads that are in contact in the native conformation.
The β-barrel-like [4,30] native state has 107 pairs of
B beads that are in contact (separated by < 2σ); this
number is far too large for any meaningful analysis. In
order to demonstrate that multiple (> 2) nucleation con-
tacts lead the molecule to a native conformation, a many-
point correlation function needs to be determined. This is
neither practical nor informative. The algorithm used here
reduces the problem of identifying nucleation contacts to
one of ‘pattern recognition’ from which the delocalized
nature of the critical nucleus can be immediately inferred
independent of the definition used to identify the critical
nucleus. We chose a subset from the 107 pairs of B–B
beads. The sequence used in our simulation together with
the location of the three turns in the β-barrel conformation
is given in Figure 2. With reference to this figure, the fol-
lowing subset of B–B beads (that are in contact in the
native state) are chosen to specify the conformation (i.e.
the vector Xj): all B–B pairs between strands 1 and 2 (turn
1); all B–B pairs between strands 2 and 3 (turn 2); all B–B
pairs between strands 3 and 4 (turn 3); and all B–B pairs
between strands 1 and 4.
The subset has 49 B–B pairs, all of which are in contact in
the native conformation. If these are formed then the
native state results. This set of 49 B–B pairs is more than
one needs to uniquely specify the native state. The dis-
tances between these B–B pairs are used as the elements
of vector X in the statistical clustering algorithm. 
The B beads involved in the 49 pairs are (listed in increas-
ing order of pair number): (6,14), (7,14), (8,14), (4,16),
(5,16), (6,16), (2,18), (3,18), (4,18), (1,20), (2,20), (14,29),
(14,30), (14,31), (16,27), (16,28), (16,29), (18,25), (18,26),
(18,27), (20,24), (20,25), (20,26), (7,37), (8,37), (9,37),
(5,39), (6,30), (7,39), (3,41), (4,41), (5,41), (1,43), (2,43),
(3,43), (1,45), (30,37), (31,37), (32,37), (28,39), (29,39),
(30,39), (26,41), (27,41), (28,41), (24,43), (25,43), (26,43),
and (24,45). The ordering of the B beads in the sequence
is shown in Figure 2.
Nucleation trajectories
Explanation of the patterns
By looking at the dynamics of formation of nonbonded
contacts (and other correlation functions) as a function of
time the trajectories that result in the rapid formation of
the native state are identified. The typical time depen-
dence of the acquisition of the native conformation for
nucleation trajectories is shown in Figure 1a. For each
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nucleation trajectory we have calculated the patterns of
formation of contacts between the B beads used in the
statistical clustering algorithms. The result of such an
analysis for every trajectory results in contact maps of the
sort shown in Figures 3–6. The clusters that arise for each
trajectory are rearranged according to the increasing value
of rk (see Equation 4). If the difference in a specific pair
of hydrophobic residues between a cluster center and the
corresponding pair in the native state is within a tolerance
value then we consider that the B–B pair to be a native
contact. In other words, if:
Cjk–Xj0≤ ε (5)
where Cjk is the jth element in the kth cluster and Xj0 is
the corresponding element in the native conformation,
then the pair representing the jth element is considered to
be a native contact. In this study we chose ε = 1.25. We
found that qualitatively similar results are obtained for
ε = 1.25–2.05.
Figures 3–6 show a map of native B–B contacts as a func-
tion of time and cluster number. The cluster number is
arranged according to proximity to the native conforma-
tion so that smaller (larger) values correspond to closer
(farther) distances relative to the native state. The lower
x axis denotes the cluster number and the upper x axis
describes the time a given cluster appears. The y axis
identifies the number of the native B–B pairs. An asterisk
at position (k,j) denotes that the jth B–B pair in the kth
382 Folding & Design Vol 2 No 6
Figure 2
A schematic linear sequence of beads (α-carbon atoms of each
residue) and their locations in our model. The turns and strands
involved in the structure are also indicated. The contacts used in the
self-organized neural-net analysis are discussed in the text. The code
used identifies whether a bead is hydrophobic (B), hydrophilic (L) or
neutral (N).
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Figure 3
Dynamics of contact formation for one
particular nucleation trajectory (i.e. one
member of the initially denatured ensemble
that reaches the native conformation without
getting trapped in any detectable intermediate
states). The numbers on the top axis show
time t (in units of τ); the bottom axis
corresponds to the cluster number, which
measures how close the clusters are to the
native state; and the vertical axis indicates the
contact pair number. An asterisk indicates
that a particular native contact belonging to a
given cluster number appears at a specified
time. For example, the contact numbers 21
and 23 belonging to cluster number 45
appear at t = 71τ. Because the cluster
number is quite large, the average
conformation is very different from the native
state implying that most of the molecule is in
the disordered state. Notice that after the
formation of the critical nucleus (identified as
occurring at t ≈ 93τ), the native state is
reached rapidly, as indicated by the
monotonic decrease in the cluster number,
implying increasing similarity with the native
conformation.
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cluster is a native contact and appears at a time given by
the upper x axis. In this neural-net type method a given
cluster could have many conformations at different times.
If this is the case then this cluster would appear in the
lower x axis at these different times. Because the cluster
number is a measure of the similarity to the native state,
the order in which the numbers appear in the lower x axis is
a marker of the progress (or a collative reaction coordinate)
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Figure 4
Dynamics of contact formation as shown in
Figure 3 except that it is for a different
nucleation trajectory corresponding to a
distinct initial condition. In this instance, the
critical nucleus is very different from that
shown in Figure 3, as can be seen by
comparing the patterns of native contact
formation. After the nucleus is formed, the
cluster number keeps decreasing until the
native state is reached. The critical nucleus is
located largely in turn 3, stabilized by a few
longer range contacts.
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Figure 5
Dynamics of native-contact formation for a
nucleation trajectory, showing that the critical
nucleus in this instance involves the beads in
turn 1 as well as some in turn 3. This
trajectory indicates that the number of beads
in the nucleus is larger than the average
number, suggesting a distribution of average
number as well as a similarity to the native
conformation. The probability of occurrence of
these highly ordered nuclei is quite small,
however. Nevertheless, this example shows a
rather broad distribution of similarity from the
transition state ensemble to the native
conformation.
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towards the native conformation. We expect that at early
times there are multiple routes to the native state. As the
similarity to the native conformation increases, the number
of pathways is drastically reduced [31,32]. This implies that
at short times the cluster numbers can appear in any order,
whereas after the formation of the critical nucleus we
expect that the cluster numbers should decrease nearly
monotonically until the native state (cluster number = 1) is
reached. This is, in fact, borne out in our computations as
shown in Figures 3–6.
It is instructive to discuss these figures in some detail.
The pattern of contact formation for one of the nucleation
trajectories is shown in Figure 3. This figure shows that
contacts between B–B pairs in the central turn region
(between strands 2 and 3) form first. At t = 71τ, pairs 21
(beads 18 and 27) and 23 (bead 20 and 26) form native
contacts. This is followed by the formation of tertiary con-
tacts between beads 20 and 25, labeled as pair 22 at
t = 74τ. Even though these are native contacts they do not
last and the contact between some of the beads is broken
at subsequent times. At t = 81τ, pair 22 forms a native
contact again, which is followed by the establishment of
contacts for other pairs, and at t = 90τ, every B–B pair in
the central region is in the native conformation. At t = 93τ,
native contacts between B beads in strands 1 and 2 (turn
1) begin to be established with the formation of pair 3
(beads 14 and 18). The native contacts between B beads
located in strands 3 and 4 (turn 3) are initiated at t = 102τ,
involving pairs 38 (beads 31 and 37) and 39 (beads 32 and
37). Notice that these pairs, as well as the one that is initi-
ated at t = 93τ in turn 1, involve B beads near the turn
position of the two strands. This ensures that the loops
connecting the strands are in the overall correct position so
that the topology of the post-critical nucleus formation is
almost native like. For this trajectory, at t = 117τ every
B–B pair is in the native contact thereby implying that the
chain is in the native state. Thus, for this trajectory the
first passage time is 117τ.
Characteristics of the critical nucleus: the folding nucleus is
not unique
The contact maps generated by the neural net algorithm
can be used to identify certain characteristics of the
nucleus. For example, an estimate of the size range of the
critical nucleus can be made. From the pattern in Figure 3
we note that the size of the contacts that are established
prior to t ≈ 80τ do not grow. The number of pairs of such
contacts is in the range 1–3, involving 2–5 beads. Thus,
we can conclude that the size of the critical nucleus
should exceed 5. On the other hand, contacts established
after ~85τ continue to grow until the native conformation
is reached at t ≈ 117τ. Thus, we would assess that the crit-
ical contacts formed after τ ≈ 95τ would most definitely
correspond to a post-critical nucleus. The search for the
critical nucleus is therefore confined to identifying the
smallest number of stable contacts (stability criterion)
formed between t ≈ (90–95)τ (kinetic criterion). In the
present example, the identification of the critical nucleus
is straightforward. Our criterion for the critical nucleus is
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Figure 6
This figure is another example of a nucleation
trajectory in which the critical nucleus is nearly
the same as for the one shown in Figure 3.
Both trajectories involve the almost complete
formation of the central turn, but the patterns
are quite different and the search time for the
critical nucleus is also quite distinct. The
distribution of nucleation times can, therefore,
be varied even if the nature of the critical
nucleus is nearly the same.
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that once the set of contacts among the beads are formed
the native conformation should be reached rapidly (within
20% of the first passage time for a given trajectory, which
is the kinetic requirement) and with overwhelming proba-
bility. With these observations we notice that subsequent
to the formation of all native B–B contacts in turn 2 (at
t = 90τ) the chain rapidly (by t = 117τ) reaches the native
state. Thus, the critical nucleus involves all the pairs in
the central turn region (turn 2) and they correspond to 12
beads: 14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 31.
These beads form the inner hydrophobic core of the
native conformation.
The estimate of the size of the critical nucleus made
above and the associated beads that participate in it are
somewhat dependent on the criterion used. If we had
changed the kinetic criterion so that we insist that the
native conformation be reached within 0.1τlk then a some-
what larger size nucleus (containing 21 beads) would
result. But in almost all of the nucleation trajectories we
analyzed it was found that these larger nuclei grew with
almost unit probability until the native state was reached.
These were deemed to be post-critical nuclei and hence
are not part of the ensemble of transition states. With the
kinetic criterion that we have adopted we find that even
the larger sized nuclei shrink with some degree of ran-
domness (i.e. they do not lead to the native conformation)
in accord with the classical picture of nucleation. Thus, we
feel that our identification procedure gives us a picture of
the nucleus whose characteristics are closer to the transi-
tion state. Nevertheless, this arbitrariness shows that
studying the characteristics of the critical nucleus using
information from simulations alone is subtle.
If we strictly implemented the ancestor convention [27,28]
and identified the smallest stable cluster that reaches the
native conformation without regard to the kinetic criterion
we would identify the four contacts formed at (81–83)τ as
the critical nucleus. These contain four highly localized
beads that have all the native interactions fully satisfied.
We classify these as plausible minimum-energy structures
that are formed prior to reaching the transition region.
Because the cluster number after forming this structure
fluctuates strongly (see the lower x axis) we consider these
structures to be early events in the search for the critical
nucleus. The kinetic criterion excludes these structures as
possible critical nucleation events (i.e. as transition states).
Nevertheless, these considerations point to the subtle
problems in identifying the size of the critical nucleus
using simulations.
A natural question is whether, in all instances, the critical
nucleus involves exactly the same beads. If this were the
case then the contact maps generated by the self-orga-
nized neural net, would yield very similar looking patterns
independent of which nucleation trajectory was examined.
Furthermore, one would find that the rapid folding to the
native state should always follow the formation of contacts
between strands 2 and 3, and after the creation of turn 2. If
all the nucleating trajectories lead to similar patterns, as
shown in Figure 3, it would be logical to conclude that the
critical nucleus is specific [4,6] and would imply that resi-
dues that trigger the nucleation mechanism under folding
conditions are preassigned in the primary sequence. The
algorithm used here unambiguously allows us to address
the issue of a possible unique transition state regardless of
the definition of the critical nucleus.
In order to address the issue of a specific critical nucleus,
we have examined the dynamics of contact maps obtained
using the neural net algorithm for several nucleation tra-
jectories. Consider Figure 4, which shows the evolution of
B–B contacts for another nucleation trajectory. The
dynamic patterns of forming these contacts are completely
different from the pattern shown in Figure 3. It is clear
that prior to t ≈ 100τ, clusters of various sizes (having 1–7
contacts) form. But the size of this nucleus decreases at
subsequent intervals, and hence does not satisfy the sta-
bility criterion. At t ≈ 100τ, native contacts 37 and 38
involving beads 30, 31, and 37 are established. These con-
tacts persist until the first passage time is reached for this
trajectory. This represents the minimum size of the criti-
cal nucleus. Such a small nucleus does not satisfy the
kinetic criterion, however. If we continue to follow the
evolution of the patterns we can identify the set of con-
tacts formed at t ≈ 112τ to satisfy both the stability and the
kinetic criterion. This structure, which involves the set of
contacts 21 and 37–49 (formed with 15 beads: 20, 24, 25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 37, 39, 41, 43, and 45), gets to the
native conformation extremely rapidly (in < 0.2τlk). The
critical nucleus that we have identified for this nucleation
trajectory has fully formed contacts between strands 3 and
4, namely, those beads involved in turn 3. The transition
state for the nucleation trajectory is topologically distinct
from that for the trajectory analyzed in Figure 3. It is inter-
esting to infer the topology corresponding to the identi-
fied critical nucleus. In addition to the fully formed turn 3
there is a native contact between beads 20 and 24, which
is mediated by the loop connecting strands 2 and 3. This
emphasizes the importance of loop flexibility and long-
range contacts in initiating the nucleation mechanism. A
comparison of Figures 3 and 4 also suggests that, at least
for this model, the critical nucleus is not specific.
Another example of a nucleation trajectory in which the
critical nucleus involves fully formed turns 1 and 3 is
shown in Figure 5. Here, the nucleus is formed at t ≈ 180τ
and the native state is reached at t ≈ 200τ. The critical
nucleus, the one that satisfies the stability and kinetic cri-
teria, involves the pairs 1–11, 21, 22, 23, and 37–49. The
21 beads involved in the nucleus are 1–8, 14, 16, 18, 20,
24–32, 37, 39, 41, 43, and 45. This is one of the very few
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examples of nucleation trajectories in which nearly half of
the residues participate in the nucleus. The transition
state corresponding to this trajectory is considerably more
ordered than the others. The occurrence of such transition
states, albeit with low probability, is consistent with the
notion that various residues participate with differing
probability creating an ensemble of such states in the
folding process [33].
It is also interesting to analyze the dynamics of contact
map formation for another nucleating trajectory shown in
Figure 6. This figure shows that the critical nucleus
involves turn 2, as does the one shown in Figure 3. The
critical nuclei associated with these two nucleating trajec-
tories are roughly similar. But a comparison of the two
shows a dramatic difference in the pattern of development
of B–B contact maps. For the trajectory shown in Figure 6,
the critical nucleus is found much later (at t ≈ 167τ) than
the one shown in Figure 3, where at t ≈ 90τ the nucleus is
found. In the present case the folding is complete at
t ≈ 200τ. We have analyzed several other nucleation trajec-
tories and find that even if any two trajectories show the
same critical nucleus the search times are quite distinct. It
is also clear from these figures and others that there is a
distribution, albeit not so broad, of fast passage times for
finding the native state after forming the critical nucleus.
The lessons from this exercise are the following:
1. The nucleating sites (those beads involved in the criti-
cal nucleus) depend on the starting condition, namely, the
conformation in the denatured state of the molecule. This
means that for an ensemble of molecules, a fraction of
which reaches the native conformation via the nucleation
mechanism, the precise critical nucleus depends on the
initial conformation (the state of the denatured molecules)
of the polypeptide chain. The critical nucleus is not preas-
signed in the primary sequence and is not specific. The
critical nuclei are delocalized and the precise location
depends on the conformation of the polypeptide chain in
the delocalized state.
2. Regardless of the location of the nucleation sites it is
clear that the earliest native contacts that subsequently
form the critical nucleus are usually between residues near
the turn location. This ensures that the critical nucleus
has, in this model, nearly the same topology as the native
state. This is consistent with the observation of Simmer-
ling and Elber [5] who have shown that the critical nucleus
can be viewed as an almost independent entity whose
structure would stay intact roughly independent of the rest
of the chain conformation. It does not follow, however,
that if the residues of the critical nucleus are isolated from
the rest of the chain a foldable subunit would result. Our
studies and those of Simmerling and Elber [5] do point out
that the critical nucleus is spatially localized by residues
that are relatively close in sequence space, and the critical
nucleus is also stabilized by a few long-range contacts.
3. The almost stochastic assembly of the critical nucleus
and the subsequent formation of the native conformation
occur at different times for different trajectories. This
means that even among nucleation trajectories there is a
distribution of first passage times. Thus, the search time
for the critical nucleus is dependent on the conformation
of the starting molecule, and hence is critically dependent
on the ensemble of denatured states.
4. Even in the fast process in the folding of biomolecules,
which is presumed to proceed by a suitable nucleation-
collapse mechanism, the transition state is not unique
[33,34]. There is an ensemble of transition states all with a
topology resembling that of the native state and contain-
ing a substructure that is fully formed. In asserting this we
have assumed that the transition state for a given trajec-
tory coincides with the structure corresponding to the crit-
ical nucleus. There is considerable variation of the overlap
between these structures and the native state.
5. Analysis of various nucleation trajectories suggests
that there is a relatively broad distribution of size of the
critical nuclei. This, of course, is consistent with a classi-
cal nucleation picture for protein folding [4]. Such a dis-
tribution translates into the structures of the transition
state having a differing degree of similarity to the native
conformation [33].
It should be clear from the preceding analysis of the pat-
terns generated by the neural-net algorithm that there is
some arbitrariness in identifying the critical nucleus.
Nevertheless they show rather dramatically that, what-
ever the definition of the critical nucleus is, the patterns
are distinct for the nucleation trajectories (Figures 3–6).
We have found that the various nucleation trajectories
generate different patterns of formation of the native con-
tacts. Even when the critical nucleus is nearly the same
(as is the case in Figures 3 and 6) the search time for the
nucleus and other characteristics, such as the nature of
collapse of the structure after forming the critical nucleus,
are different.
Local and non-local contacts in the critical nuclei
Further insight into the structures of the critical nuclei
may be obtained by examining the number of local and
non-local contacts in the nucleus. If we assume that the
critical nucleus is a mobile state of the native conforma-
tion we would expect that both local and non-local con-
tacts would be present. Earlier studies have indicated that
a considerable fraction of contacts in the nucleus should
be local [2,35,36]. The importance of the optimal number
of local contacts has also been addressed using lattice
models [37,38]. For our purposes we consider a contact to
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be local if a tertiary interaction is established between the
beads separated by < 7 positions along the sequence. If
we alter this criterion by small amounts the conclusions
remain the same.
The number of local contacts in the various critical nuclei
is found to involve 30–40% of the residues in the total
sequence. For example, the critical nucleus in Figure 4
has five (out of a total of 14) local contacts while the criti-
cal nucleus in Figure 5 has four (out of a total of 14) local
contacts. These numbers are typical for the nucleation
trajectories that we have examined. The proportion of
local contacts in our model is quite similar to that found in
the studies of Abkevich et al. [3]. As noted by these
authors, it is necessary for the critical nucleus to have a
certain fraction of long-range contacts. These contacts sta-
bilize the associated transition states and make the acqui-
sition of the native conformation a rapid process after the
critical nucleus is formed.
Off-pathway trajectories and misfolded structures
According to the kinetic partition mechanism [12,13], if
the parameter σ ≡ (Tθ–Tf)/Tθ, where Tθ is the collapse
temperature, is large then a substantial fraction of the
initial population of molecules reaches the native con-
formation by indirect processes, which are conveniently
described by a three-stage multipathway mechanism
[14]. For the present simulation conditions there is a sig-
nificant fraction of molecules (≈ 0.4; [4]) that does not
reach the native state rapidly by a nucleation-collapse
process. It is of interest to subject the trajectories corre-
sponding to these off-pathway processes to an analysis
similar to that for the nucleating trajectories. The contact
maps generated by the neural net algorithm for two off-
pathway trajectories are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
patterns of native B–B contacts seen in these figures are
very different from those displayed in Figures 3–6. Even
though there are several native contacts in these confor-
mations they are spread throughout the various strands.
There is no synchronous formation of contacts in any
localized region of the chain. Even though in the off-
pathway trajectories a certain number of native contacts
are fully established (turn 3 in Figure 7), the native
conformation is not reached rapidly. This is illustrated by
Figure 7 in which one can identify a critical nucleus,
which involves the contacts 37–49 leading to the forma-
tion of turn 3 between strands 1 and 4. But the rest of the
molecule is in a highly disordered state, so in this case
the chain gets trapped in one of the competing basins of
attraction in which the conformation is misfolded. Thus,
although an identifiable critical nucleus appears to form
relatively early, the subsequent events are not favorable
for the formation of the native state. It follows that the
structure of the critical nucleus should have a mobile
native-like topology for the nucleation-collapse process
to be productive. 
Relation to other theoretical models
Some of the characteristics of the critical nucleus have
already been anticipated in an important study by Mathe-
son and Scheraga [1] using a phenomenological model. By
assuming that the major driving force for folding is the for-
mation of the hydrophobic core these authors predicted
the nucleation regions for several proteins by estimating
the free energy of formation of the nucleation sites. Their
major conclusions are: first, although there may be one
major nucleation site for a given protein there are alterna-
tive pockets (a small number of them) whose stabilities are
within a few kBT of the dominant nucleation region. This
crucial feature of nucleation regions is supported by the
present study. Second, the nucleation sites for several pro-
teins are found to be near the turn regions. This prediction
is also supported by our studies, but more studies involv-
ing different classes of topologies are required to fully
confirm the generality of this observation. Third, Mathe-
son and Scheraga [1] also suggested that the size of the
critical nucleus is small and typically consists of ~10–14
residues. This is in accord with the present findings and is
consistent with our earlier theoretical estimates [4]. It was
also argued that the dominant nucleating pocket is exclu-
sively composed of residues that are contiguous in
sequence space. Our simulation and that of Abkevich et al.
[3] suggest that while the nuclei are predominantly com-
posed of residues that are close together in sequence
space, a certain number of them are far apart. In fact the
presence of the residues that are distant in sequence space
is important in assuring that the process of nucleation-col-
lapse and the acquisition of the native conformation
happen almost simultaneously [15]. The presence of a
certain fraction of long-range (in sequence space) native
contacts ensures that the structures of the transition state
are somewhat expanded versions of the native state [7].
The sizes of the critical nuclei in single-domain proteins
are predicted to be relatively small [1,4,39,40]. This is in
contrast to estimates made by others [29] who suggest that
the typical critical droplet size is 100–300 residues and
constitutes the entire protein. They further suggest that
the “rate limiting step in protein folding involves folding
the entire protein, not just some critical nucleus that then
nucleates the formation of the rest of the native structure”
[29]. This suggestion, which seems to undermine the
notion of critical nucleus altogether, is at variance with our
present conclusion and earlier studies [1,4]. Furthermore,
experiments on CI2 suggest that there is a well-defined
critical nucleus that contains an α-helix (12 residues)
while “the rest of the protein is in the process of col-
lapsing around the nucleation site as the nucleation site
itself is being found” [7]. The more recent study by
Onuchic et al. [33], which suggests the presence of an
ensemble of transition states in which each state exhibits
a different similarity with the native conformation, is in
accord with our conclusions. A reinterpretation of the
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earlier theory [29] apparently leads to the conclusion that
the mean size of the critical nuclei is small [41].
Abkevich et al. [3] have suggested that for certain
sequences of lattice proteins the critical nucleus, which
serves as the transition state, is specific and their forma-
tion is a “necessary and sufficient condition” for folding.
The analysis presented here, however, suggests that the
critical nucleus is not unique and there are several regions
in which nucleation sites can exist. Despite the major dif-
ference it is worth stating that both studies have shown
that the size of the critical nuclei is small (involving per-
haps 10–20 residues for single-domain proteins). In addi-
tion, the contacts in the nuclei have both local and
non-local character and the proportion of each depends
on the sequence and external conditions.
The difference in the major conclusion between our
studies and those of Abkevich et al. [3] may be due to the
following reasons. First, in the lattice studies [3,6] the post-
critical nucleus was sought and hence it is reasonable that
the structure of such an object would contain more order
and specificity than structures that are found close to the
transition state. Second, because the sorts of topologies
found in our model are different from the lattice models,
the nature of nucleation events may also be quite distinct.
Third, the difference may also arise due to the differences
in the potentials and the dynamics used (Langevin versus
Monte Carlo). Fourth, the specific critical nucleus identi-
fied by Abkevich et al. [3] consists exclusively of charged
residues, which are seldom formed in the core of proteins.
It may be that the proximity of charges in their model
initiates the formation of the native structure. These dis-
cussions point to the need for further studies to fully
understand the nature of the critical nucleus, the formation
of which greatly enhances the rate of folding of proteins.
Discussion
There have been a few recent experimental studies that
have argued in favor of the nucleation-collapse mechanism
as an efficient way of reaching the folded state. One of
them is a comprehensive study of folding of CI2 using
protein engineering methods by Itzhaki et al. [8]. These
authors use the phrase nucleation condensation instead of
nucleation collapse. The other study has been on the
refolding of cytochrome c by Sosnick et al. [26] who have
used the terminology of molecular collapse to describe the
nucleation-collapse mechanism. Because the experimental
protocols used in the studies of CI2 and cytochrome c are
different we discuss each experiment separately.
Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2
CI2 is a 64 residue single-domain protein that apparently
folds in a kinetically two-state manner under a range of
external conditions [8]. Itzhaki et al. [8] have used a
protein engineering method to study the folding of CI2
and 100 mutants (all of which apparently also follow two-
state kinetics; A.R. Fersht, personal communication) to
decipher the structure of the transition state for folding.
The major conclusions of these authors are: first, the
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Figure 7
The dynamics of contact formation for a
non-nucleation trajectory that leads to a
correlation as shown in Figure 1a,b. This
example shows patterns of native contacts
quite similar to those in Figures 3–6, except
that the chain gets trapped in a misfolded
conformation for very long times. At t ≈ 419τ,
there are many similarities between the
misfolded structure and the native state, as
evidenced by the numerous native contacts.
But a large fraction of crucial native contacts
are missing. In this case the chain stays
misfolded for a long time and only
subsequently reaches the native state by a
partial unraveling. The presence of such
competing basins of attraction slows down
the overall folding process.
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wealth of data are apparently consistent with a nucleation-
collapse mechanism. It is argued that the nucleus “con-
sists primarily of adjacent residues” [8]. For the case of
CI2 they suggest that the nucleus is essentially the
residues (12–24) that comprise the three-turn α helix.
Second, in the transition state, which may be thought of as
being the saddle point of the free-energy profile for
protein folding, the nucleus is stabilized by weak longer
range interactions with other parts of the molecule.
Because folding to the native state, following the forma-
tion of the nucleus, in conjunction with the overall col-
lapse of the molecule is rapid, Itzhaki et al. [8] conclude
that the acquisition of the native structure (secondary and
tertiary interactions) and the nucleation collapse occur
almost simultaneously. Third, from these two observations
it follows that in the transition state the structure of CI2
(under the conditions of the experiments) is an expanded
state of the native conformations with the crucial condi-
tion that the overall topology of the transition state is
roughly the same as that of the native conformation.
The present calculations do show that the critical nucleus
is indeed composed of several residues (or beads) that are
close to each other, which is in accord with the first con-
clusion stated above. But we find that the regions in
which nucleation starts can be in distinct sites, reflecting
the heterogeneity of the ensemble of initial conditions.
Our findings also suggest that there are a relatively small
number of nucleation regions that can be identified as the
transition region of the unfolding to folding reaction. The
difference found between the theoretical findings and
the experimental conclusions may be a result of the
intrinsic average performed in the experimental case, and
hence only the most stable nucleus is identified. In a
recent paper Onuchic et al. [33] argue that the experimen-
tal data on CI2 suggest that the transition state is not
unique, in accord with our findings.
The second major conclusion of Itzhaki et al. [8] is com-
pletely consistent with our earlier theoretical prediction
[15] that in pathways dominated by a nucleation mecha-
nism, the nucleation-collapse process and the acquisition
of the native conformation are almost synchronous. In our
earlier theoretical work [4] we argued that this process
involves long-range contacts between residues that are
distant in sequence space. In this study, we find that
although the nucleation regions are composed of many
contiguous beads there are non-local contacts that impart
stability to the critical nucleus. It could in fact be argued
that a certain fraction of such long-range contacts are
required for triggering the nucleation-collapse process.
This observation is also consistent with the studies of
Abkevich et al. [3].
We find that the critical nucleus is indeed relatively
small, containing ~15–18 beads. Shortly after the forma-
tion of the critical nucleus the rest of the chain comes into
a compact state. Thus, as suggested earlier [4] and
described here in more detail, the nucleus is a mobile
entity with native-like topology, which once formed gets
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Figure 8
This figure is the same as Figure 7 except that
it is for another non-nucleation trajectory. In
this case, the chain is also trapped in a
misfolded conformation, but this misfolded
structure is more ordered than the one shown
in Figure 7. Even at t ≈ 263τ there are 33
native contacts, whereas at t ≈ 419τ in
Figure 7 there are only 31 native contacts. In
addition, the cluster number in this figure at
the longest time is smaller than that in
Figure 7 at t ≈ 419τ, which also shows a
greater similarity to the native state.
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to the native conformation (with overwhelming probabil-
ity) by appropriate arrangements involving the collapse
of the polypeptide chain. These findings appear to be in
accord with the suggestion of Itzhaki et al. [8], in that for
CI2 the transition state involving the critical nucleus is
similar to the native conformation except in the degree
of compactness.
Cytochrome c
Sosnick and others [10,25] have found that cytochrome c
refolds to the native conformation in an almost kinetically
two-state manner at 10°C and 0.7 M guanidinium chlo-
ride. In general, their experiments support the kinetic par-
titioning mechanism [12] in which the off-pathway
processes represent reconfiguration of the misfolded struc-
tures. In a more recent study [26], Sosnick et al. have
further examined the nature of the fast process (occurring
in 15 ms under the conditions of experiments) in cyto-
chrome c using a combination of stop-flow spectroscopy
and hydrogen-exchange labeling experiments. Following
our earlier predictions [4], Sosnick et al. [26] interpret the
fast process as evidence for a nucleation-collapse mecha-
nism. They call this process molecular collapse to correctly
imply that the formation of the critical nucleus in conjunc-
tion with the collapse process leads to a structure that is
mobile enough (but still contains a native-like topology)
so that the native state can be reached quickly. We had
suggested in our previous studies [4,11] (and have further
elaborated here) that although the nucleus is essentially
formed as a spatially localized structure the acquisition of
the native conformation involves a nucleation-collapse
process in which the collapse and nucleation are coupled
in such a way as to lead to native-like transition structures.
Such structures reach the native conformation rapidly.
The recent interpretation of the fast process by Sosnick et
al. [26] is in accord with the theoretical ideas.
Conclusions
The analysis presented here suggests that the fluctuating
nuclei are small and occur predominantly (but not exclu-
sively) near the loop regions. The small sizes of the
folding nuclei can be understood in simple terms. Because
the nuclei form relatively early in the folding process we
assume that the major driving force is the hydrophobic
interaction resulting in the burial of hydrophobic residues.
An estimate for the free energy of formation of a compact
structure containing NR residues can be written as ([4];
neglecting logarithmic corrections arising from entropy
loss due to loop formation):
where εD is the driving interaction to the formation of an
ordered structure, fH is the fraction of hydrophobic
residues, γ is the average surface tension, and a is the
mean size of the residues. The optimal or average size of
the critical nucleus is:
N*R = (8piγa2 / 3 f 2H εD)3/4 (7)
If we use the standard values 25–75 cal/Å2-mol, 1–2 kcal/
mol, and fH ≈ 0.55 for γ, εD, and fH, respectively, we obtain
N*R in the range of 15–22 residues. This estimate is in
accord with the present study and earlier works [1,2]. The
width of the transition region can be estimated from the
curvature of free energy, κ, and is given by:
A typical estimate for this is in the range 0.3–0.6 using the
standard values of εH and fH. These small values imply a
very broad transition region for folding. All these esti-
mates should be viewed as tentative because we have
ignored polymeric effects due to chain connectivity and
surface fluctuations of the folding nucleus, which are sig-
nificant in altering the thermodynamic and the kinetic
processes of nucleation.
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